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Prepare yourself for the sound of 'Liquid Drum & Bass Vol 2' - this expertly composed and produced pack

will take your productions to new levels with its blend of high energy DnB breaks, grimey cone splitting

bass and classic, euphoric washes and rises. All loops are recorded at 177 BPM for maximum

compatibility between kits. The loops and phrases found in this library represent some of the finest

examples of well produced DnB we've heard at Producer Loops, but they'll just as easily find a home in

other styles and genres when played at different tempos. Producer Loops are dedicated to bringing

producers the most versatile and useable products possible, and to this end this pack includes several

great features for beginner, intermediate and more experienced producers. Includes MIDI files: 'Liquid

Drum & Bass Vol 2' like so many other Producer Loops products includes MIDI files for the majority of

musical phrases heard in each kit allowing you to seamlessly mix your favourite synths and samplers with

the sounds contained in the pack. While the supplied ACID/Apple Loops/REX content is extremely flexible

and powerful, MIDI has the added benefit of allowing you to go to extremes of pitch and tempo beyond
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which the loops were originally recorded, with no time stretching or pitch shifting artefacts. Dry/Wet

Loops: For users looking to simply drag and drop, the 'wet' files contain all of the effects processing heard

in the audio demos. But for producers looking to create their own effects mix, dry loops are also included.

Unlooped Riffs/Tails: This sample library also comes with unlooped/tail versions allowing you to end a

phrase with the decay of the reverb/delay applied to the loop. Pick 'n' Mix: 'Liquid Drum & Bass Vol 2'

adds to the ever growing collection of Pick 'n' Mix sample packs from Producer Loops. Now you can

customize your product download to include only the kits and formats that are relevant to your needs.

Each construction kit can be previewed individually on this page and added to your purchase.

Royalty-Free: All of the loops in this product are 100 Royalty-Free (including the vocal loops), so once

purchased, you can use these loops in your commercial releases without having to pay any extra!

Specifications: 5 Construction Kits ACIDized Wave Files Apple Loops/AIFF Files REX2 Loops

(Drumloops) Reason Refill Loops sync to BPM 44.1 kHz / 24-Bit PC/Mac Compatible Royalty-Free (No

Exceptions) Compatible with all versions of this software: ACID Ableton Live Apple Final Cut Apple

Garageband Apple Logic 7/8 Apple Soundtrack Cakewalk Sonar Cubase SX Cubase 4/5 Cubasis Emagic

Logic EXS24 FL Studio Fruityloops Garageband Gigasampler Gigastudio Halion Kontakt (all versions)

Motu Mach Five Nuendo REASON Stylus RMX And many more....
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